
 

KEY SCIENCE IDEA: 
 

BASALT 
(say BAH-salt) 

- rock made from lava 
 

The Mountains Where You Live were formed over 3 million 
years ago by volcanoes that built up from the ocean floor at a 
hotspot. The magma (molten rocks & minerals) came through 
the Earth’s crust (called the lithosphere) and then cooled quickly 
when it reached the air.  This still happens on the Big Island!   
 
Long before humans came to Hawai‘i, your ahupua‘a (valley) 
slowly built up in these lava layers. Look out the window!  All the 
mountains you see in Hawai‘i are made of stacks of this 
igneous material (molten rock & minerals).  The liquid rock is 
called lava when it comes to the surface and forms new solid 
rock after it cools.  Most of this rock is basalt.  The minerals 
include iron & magnesium.  

Hawaiian Kāhuna Kilo Honua, like 
geologists today, studied the shapes 
of rocks and mountains.  They made 
chants and legends to remind people 
what they learned by carefully looking 

at nature. They knew the islands were extremely old, and that 
many changes had taken place at one time to create the unique 
sights you see in your ahupua‘a now.  They studied the winds, 
rain, waves and heat & learned how the land took on its shapes 
by erosion (wearing away) & volcanism (volcanic activity). 
 
Try Look Outside!  Can you see hints about the history of your 
land?  Can you see the walls of the volcano that made your 
mountain valley?  Look for the layers of igneous rock.  Are they 
tilted or split, showing the truth in Pele’s legends and geologists’ 
proof of Earth’s ancient history?  Can you tell which mountains, 
valleys, streams and reefs came first?  Are there landslides?  
Loose boulders?  Rocks of different colors, shapes & sizes?  
Can you guess why?  These are the questions geologists now 
& kāhuna in Hawai‘i Nei asked and answered all the time. 

SOME JOBS 
THAT ROCK! 

 

Gemologist – 
scientist who 
studies gem 
stones 

  
Olivene Gems 

 

Mineralogist – 
scientist who 
studies 
minerals & 
crystals 
 

Iron Ore 
 

Geologist – 
scientist who 
studies history 
through rocks 
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What Does Basalt Look Like? Basalt is 
dark gray to black. The weather may 
turn its surface yellow or brown. Basalt 
is fine grained rock. You may be able to 
see tiny greenish crystals with a 
magnifying glass.  These are called 
olivine & large pieces can be made into 
gemstones. Sometimes, basalt contains 
gas bubbles. Basalt is a hard, tough rock. It is difficult to break.  

What Is Basalt Used 
For?  Ancient 
Hawaiians used it to 
make many tools & 
weapons. Today, 
basalt is used by 
sculptors and carvers 
who make affordable 
souvenirs, bookends 
or paperweights, or 

artworks worth tens of thousands of dollars. It is also used to 
make roads, concrete, car brake pads, tough containers & it is 
used to protect things from fire or acid because it is so hard. 
 
 

A very famous piece of basalt is called 
the Rosetta Stone.  It was found in 1799 
in Egypt.  It told the ancient history of 
Ptolemy, a famous Egyptian, in 3 
languages – Greek, Hieroglyphics, & 
Egyptian Demotic Script (see below).  

 
It took experts 23 years to figure it out! 

Olivene gem from basalt rock 

The Rosetta Stone 
(above) & Close Up of 

Hieroglyphics (left) 

 Specialty 
geologists are: 
 

 Marine 
Geologist – 
ocean rocks 
specialist 

 Economic 
Geologist -  
studies where 
the valuable 
stuff is on 
Earth 

 Environment
al Geologist – 
protects the 
‘āina/nature 

 Structural 
Geologist – 
studies how 
rocks are 
shaped 

 Engineering 
Geologist – 
studies how to 
build things in 
nature, like dams 

 Glacial 
Geologist – 
studies glaciers 
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NAME:          CLASS: 
 

EVOLUTION OF YOUR AHUPUA‘A: 
DIG YOUR OWN BASALT! 

 
1. Read “Dig This!” and list 5 important vocabulary here (words are 

underlined in the reading) then give their meanings. 
 

a. _____________ - ____________________________________ 

b. _____________ - ____________________________________ 

c. _____________ - ____________________________________ 

d. _____________ - ____________________________________ 

e. _____________ - ____________________________________ 

2. Look outside!  Look at the mountains & rocks around the school 
carefully – like a kāhuna kilo honua (geologist) would study them. 
Then do 1 of the 20 minute activities below:  

 

a. Make a Drawing (in 10 minutes) of a nearby mountain, then 
label 5 or more interesting shapes, colors & patterns that you 
see in the rocks.  Below the drawing, write what you think these 
interesting sights tell us about when & how this mountain was 
formed. 
 

b. Make a Model (in 10 minutes) by gathering several rocks 
outside the class that have different shapes, sizes & colors.  
Collect some soil, also.  Arrange these in a box like a life-sized 
landscape near the school.  Make labels for 5 or more of your 
rocks, or shapes you create with the rocks, to explain in writing 
when & how land in your ahupua‘a was formed. 

 

c. Present a Theory (in 3 minutes) by making a drawing (see “a” 
above) or a model (see “b”) and telling the class what you think 
about when & how land in your ahupua‘a was formed.  You 
may also Do a Demonstration by making your model  move in 
ways that you think the rocks & mountains had to move to 
create the land we see today (can be slow or fast movement). 

 
BONUS!  Write, draw or present what kind of geologist you’d like to 
be for a day and why!  (See list in “Dig This!” reading.) 


